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SURGICAL MARKERS

CODE: 1407-100: - ALLSKIN (BRILLIANT BLUE COLOR) FINE/REGULAR TIP

VISMARKSurgical skin markers are designed to allow the surgeon to conveniently demarcate selected sites, prior to or during surgical procedures with scrub-resistant, non-toxic, highly visible, gentian violet-colored solution. Pack of 100 markers.

CODE: 1400L-100: - PRECISION SURGICAL SKIN MARKERS FINE/REGULAR STERILE

VISMARKSurgical skin markers are designed to allow the surgeon to conveniently demarcate selected sites, prior to or during surgical procedures with scrub-resistant, non-toxic, highly visible, gentian violet-colored solution. Pack of 50.

CODE: 1404-100: - VISCOT PRECISION SURGICAL SKIN MARKERS BROAD

VISMARKSurgical skin markers are designed to allow the surgeon to conveniently demarcate selected sites, prior to or during surgical procedures with scrub-resistant, non-toxic, highly visible, gentian violet-colored solution. Eliminating the messiness and inconvenience of using cotton-tipped swabs dipped in marking dye, sterile vismark surgical skin markers produce ultra fine, fine, medium and broad lines, with high visibility on skin surfaces during surgical procedures. Pack of 50.

CODE: 1400-100: - VISCOT PRECISION SURGICAL SKIN MARKERS FINE/REGULAR

VISMARKSurgical skin markers are designed to allow the surgeon to conveniently demarcate selected sites, prior to or during surgical procedures with scrub-resistant, non-toxic, highly visible, gentian violet-colored solution. Eliminating the messiness and inconvenience of
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

USING COTTON-TIPPED SWABS DIPPED IN MARKING DYE, STERILE VISMARK SURGICAL SKIN MARKERS PRODUCE ULTRA FINE, FINE, MEDIUM AND BROAD LINES, WITH HIGH VISIBILITY ON SKIN SURFACES DURING SURGICAL PROCEDURES. THE SPECIAL GROOVED BARREL ON THE VISMARK ALSO ENSURES SECURE GRIP WHILE MARKING. THE ACCOMPANYING RULER IN EACH PACK, PERMITS ACCURATE MEASUREMENT (MARKED METRICALLY AND IN INCHES), AND PROVIDES A STRAIGHT LINE WHILE HAVING THE FLEXIBILITY TO CONFORM TO ALL BODY CONTOURS. PACK OF 50

CODE: 1402-100: - VISCOT PRECISION SURGICAL SKIN MARKERS ULTRA FINE

VISMARKSURGICAL SKIN MARKERS ARE DESIGNED TO ALLOW THE SURGEON TO CONVENIENTLY DEMARCATE SELECTED SITES, PRIOR TO OR DURING SURGICAL PROCEDURES WITH SCRUB-RESISTANT, NON-TOXIC, HIGHLY VISIBLE, GENTIAN VIOLET-COLORED SOLUTION. ELIMINATING THE MESSINESS AND INCONVENIENCE OF USING COTTON-TIPPED SWABS DIPPED IN MARKING DYE, STERILE VISMARK SURGICAL SKIN MARKERS PRODUCE ULTRA FINE, FINE, MEDIUM AND BROAD LINES, WITH HIGH VISIBILITY ON SKIN SURFACES DURING SURGICAL PROCEDURES. THE SPECIAL GROOVED BARREL ON THE VISMARK ALSO ENSURES SECURE GRIP WHILE MARKING. THE ACCOMPANYING RULER IN EACH PACK, PERMITS ACCURATE MEASUREMENT (MARKED METRICALLY AND IN INCHES), AND PROVIDES A STRAIGHT LINE WHILE HAVING THE FLEXIBILITY TO CONFORM TO ALL BODY CONTOURS. PACK OF 50

CODE: 1460S-100: - VISCOT STANDARD SURGICAL SKIN MARKER-FINE/ REGULAR

VISMARKSURGICAL SKIN MARKERS ARE DESIGNED TO ALLOW THE SURGEON TO CONVENIENTLY DEMARCATE SELECTED SITES, PRIOR TO OR DURING SURGICAL PROCEDURES WITH SCRUB-RESISTANT, NON-TOXIC, HIGHLY VISIBLE, GENTIAN VIOLET-COLORED SOLUTION. ELIMINATING THE MESSINESS AND INCONVENIENCE OF USING COTTON-TIPPED SWABS DIPPED IN MARKING DYE, STERILE VISMARK SURGICAL SKIN MARKERS PRODUCE ULTRA FINE, FINE, MEDIUM AND BROAD LINES, WITH HIGH VISIBILITY ON SKIN SURFACES DURING SURGICAL
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

PROCEDURES. THE SPECIAL GROOVED BARREL ON THE VISMARK ALSO ENSURES SECURE GRIP WHILE MARKING. THE ACCOMPANYING RULER IN EACH PACK, PERMITS ACCURATE MEASUREMENT (MARKED METRICALLY AND IN INCHES), AND PROVIDES A STRAIGHT LINE WHILE HAVING THE FLEXIBILITY TO CONFORM TO ALL BODY CONTOURS. PACK OF 50

**CODE: 1460SRL-100: - VISCOT STANDARD SURGICAL SKIN MARKER-FINE/ REGULAR**

VISMARK SURGICAL SKIN MARKERS ARE DESIGNED TO ALLOW THE SURGEON TO CONVENIENTLY DEMARCATE SELECTED SITES, PRIOR TO OR DURING SURGICAL PROCEDURES WITH SCRUB-RESISTANT, NON-TOXIC, HIGHLY VISIBLE, GENTIAN VIOLET-COLORED SOLUTION. PACK OF 50.

**CODE: GV1200S-10: - VISMARK™ GENTIAN VIOLET MARKING PADS**

VISMARK™ GENTIAN VIOLET MARKING PADS PACK OF 10